Mauritius is located off the coast of South East Africa.

**Horn of Africa**
- Djibouti
- Eritrea
- Ethiopia
- Somalia

**West Africa**
- Benin
- Burkina Faso
- Cape Verde
- The Gambia
- Ghana
- Guinea
- Guinea-Bissau
- Ivory Coast
- Liberia
- Mali
- Mauritania
- Niger
- Nigeria
- Senegal
- Sierra Leone
- Togo
Regions

- A **region** is an area characterized by similarity or by cohesiveness that sets it apart from other areas.
- A **region** is an area within which everyone shares a common one or more distinctive characteristics.
- A **Formal Region** (uniform region) is an area within which everyone shares a common one or more distinctive characteristics – such as a cultural value (common languages), an economic activity (production of a particular crop), or an environmental property (climate).

**Regions of Africa**

**North Africa**
- Algeria
- Egypt
- Libya
- Morocco
- Tunisia
- Sudan

**East Africa**
- Kenya
- Uganda
- Tanzania
- Rwanda
- Burundi
- Ethiopia
- South Sudan
- Djibouti
- Eritrea
- Somalia

- *Madagascar is excluded because of its distinct language and cultural heritage. It is located off the coast of East Africa.*
UNIT LAUNCH – SEE, THINK, WONDER

Name: 
Date: 
Period: 
Compelling Question: Should religion be involved in government?

INSTRUCTIONS: Examine the six images very carefully. Write 3 key observations explaining what you see. Then complete the see, think, wonder sentence.

Document A
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- Religious symbols
- Different animals
- Christianity

I see __________________, which makes me think ________________

So now I wonder ____________________________.

Document B
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- Shield
- Many x’s

I see __________________, which makes me think ________________

So now I wonder ____________________________.

Document C
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- A map with plotting
- A key of what the map means

I see ________________, which makes me think ________________

So now I wonder ________________.

Document D
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- The layout of the town

I see __________________, which makes me think ___________________

So now I wonder ____________________________.
Document E
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- The invasion routes of Europe
- The people who invaded them
- The invaders land

I see ________________, which makes me think ________________.

So now I wonder ____________________________________________.

Document F
I see (only describe what you SEE)
- 
- 
- 

I see ________________, which makes me think ________________.

So now I wonder ____________________________________________.
World History

"Carter G. Woodson"

- Worked to erase false history
- Made whites aware of all the contributions Africans & African Americans made in the world
- Founder of Negro History Week, which founded the Study of African American sets the theme person and researcher for Black History Month
- "The father of Black History"
Chapter 10: Section 1 Assessment

1. Manor - an agricultural estate run by a lord and worked by peasants;
   serf - peasants legally bound to do services and be under the lord's control;
   money economy - an economic system based on money rather than barter;
   commercial capitalism - economic system which people invest in trade to make money;
   guild - a business association;
   masterpiece - piece created by a journeyman who aspires to be a master craftsman.

2. Curricula - a kind of heavy plow, important to medieval agriculture in Northern Europe;
   bourgeoisie - the middle class typically in reference to their materialistic values/conventional attitudes;
   apprentice - a person learning trade from an employer by agreeing to work on a fixed wage;
   journeyman - a trained worker who is employed by someone else.

3. Venice is in Italy, north of Sicily;
   Flanders is west of Germany.

4. To become a guild, a journeyman would have to prove his skill.
   One may be motivated by another or money, higher status.
   Because a guild would no longer be employed by anyone, they would proceed to own their own store.
1. Benjamin Banneker
   - 1920's invention
   - invented the clock
   - Started his own watch and clock business

2. George Crum
   - In 1876, he invented the potato chip

3. Garret A. Morgan
   - 1916; made the gas combat mask
   - 1922; traffic light signal was created
   - patented his creation
   - created the first relaxer
   - ended his career by teaching

4. Dr. Betty Haris
   - A research chemist
   - Became a noted expert in explosives

5. Dr. Patricia Acoth
   - 1985
   - laserphaco probe
Class Presentation Notes

Start w/ greeting

- Songhai is along the bend of the Niger river east of Timbuktu; can I get a few people to show me some relative locations of songhai; pause & choose

- Go to pg. 232 in your books someone read pg. the Songhai Sultan and its information

1st BLM era

- In 1009 the ruler of Mossi converted to Islam and established Songis 1st dynasty; the dia dynasty; benighted North Africa, W. & S. Arabia

- [Blank space] the latest leader: Sunni Ali. A little lower region

so i read highlight key points
World History 1

Class Notes

Obj: Students will research the major characteristics of certain regions in Africa and determine how trade can change cultures.

Region: A region is an area within which everyone shares a common or more distinctive

North Africa Characteristics
- most are Muslim
- most speak Arabic
- the Sahara desert
- countries are: Libya, Egypt, Western Sahara, Algeria, Malta, Morocco
Video Notes
[EGYPT lost Queens]

- Cleopatra
- Hetepher

All life started from the natural Gregory's Isis & Cyrus
Hetaprius queen
married Kufus mother
Ancient Greece "A Moment of Excellence"

- City States of Ancient Greece were very competitive
- from 5th century BC Athens was the most progressive city state
- Pythagoras was the leader of Athens which was dedicated to Athena
- Something great that came out of Greece was their oratory
- Espoza was Pythagoras wife
- Women were present in party like events
- In the original games the officers could be chosen by the leaders of the city states
- Greeks worked everyday except for religious holidays and sporting events
- Every running event was in the nude
- Prizes consisted of crowning with flowers and for Athens free dinners.
- Olympic Games were made in 7676
- In 430 BC a plague from Ethiopia killed everyone in Athens
- it came into contact with Paraglese died because of the plague
- Without his leadership the city started making remedies
- In 404 BC the Athenian military was destroyed by Sicily
1. Morocco is north of Algeria
2. Kenya is south of Ethiopia
3. Ethiopia is east of Sudan
4. Nigeria is south of Niger
5. South Africa is southwest of Madagascar
6. Tanzania is south of Kenya
7. Egypt is north of Sudan
8. Uganda is north of Rwanda
9. Mozambique is east of Zimbabwe
10. Algeria is north of Niger
11. Ghana is south of Burkina Faso
12. Botswana is east of Namibia
13. Rwanda is south of Uganda
14. Sudan is northeast of central African Republic
15. Niger is east of Mali
16. Gabon is west of Congo
17. Malawi east of Zambia
18. Mauritius is south of Morocco
19. Togo is west of Benin
20. Democratic Republic of the Congo south of the Central African Republic
Secondary & Primary

Primary
- letters
- manuscripts
- diaries
- journals
- memoirs

Secondary
- newspapers
- research

A primary source is information that was created at the same time as an event or by a person directly involved in the event.

Examples
- diaries
- speeches
- letters
- autobiographies
- official records